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Inspera Assessment was updated on 12th April 2019
The update took place during the night CET. Next release is scheduled 3rd May, with a
following release webinar Tuesday 7th May 13.00.

In the meantime, have a happy Easter!

The Inspera Team

 

Heads up

SEB version 2.2 for Windows is no longer supported 
Supported versions for Windows are now: 

2.2.3 (Recommended)
2.2.2
2.2.1

Please note. The manual SEB settings wizard is no longer available in the Deliver tool. 

New feature

Individual end time
Activation required. Included in all plans. 

Individual end time is a new, optional candidate field that can be edited in Deliver and
Monitor. It improves management of tests where students have separate deadlines, such
as thesis submissions. It can also be used as an alternative to extra time in cases where
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it makes more sense to set a specific deadline directly rather than calculating deadline in
minutes or hours relative to standard end time. 

How it works

When defined, individual end time (date and timestamp) overrides standard end time for a
given candidate. If Individual end time is not set (or removed), the standard end
time applies as normal. Any planned and/or incident extra time is added to individual end
time. Editing individual end time will not make any changes to extra time. 

New column and time-filter in Monitor available

Individual end time can also be used in group exams. The latest deadline within group is
applied to all members of the group and automatically updated whenever members are
added or removed. In tests with auto-submit enabled, responses are automatically
submitted when individual end time is passed. 

Individual end time can be set individually and in batch in Deliver and Monitor. 
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Taking a test with individual end times

Given that a candidate has an individual end time defined, this time stamp is then
replacing the standard test-end time in the student dashboard and during the test.  
No other, visual changes take effect. 

Individual end time in student dashboard

 

Other improvements

Custom identifiers 
Now allowing external systems to identify response variables for all question types.

Excel grades import 
Improved support for numeric candidate ID fields in Excel

GeoGebra 
Upgraded to latest GeoGebra version 5.0.526.0.

Extra time in group exams 
We increased security in group exams by automatically updating test end time for
remaining group members upon changes in group memberships. 

Improved handling of empty explanations 
Now blocking graders from sending empty explanations or marking them as ready.  

Improved importing of taxonomy 
Better handling of duplicate taxonomies

File attachment indicator in Monitor 
Fixed issue with paper clip icon wrongly visible after removing attachment from candidate.
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FS - Improved performance for listing available test 
To speed up initial listing of test available in FS, the default timespan for has been updated
from "- 3 months > + 6 months" to "-1 week > + 5 months". 

FS - Non-anonymous tests 
Transferring grades in non-anonymous tests is now supported 

FS - Grade transfer action 
Fixed issue with button not hidden after transfer had been completed. 

Postponed: 

Appeals 
Issue with marks and grades from primary assessment round wrongly hidden from
graders when an appeal round starts has been postponed. Apologies for the
inconvenience. 
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